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What is an intelligent virtual assistant?

The ability to learn is part of the 
basic definition of “intelligent,” and 
that is an essential quality in an 
intelligent virtual assistant. “Intelli-
gent” also implies an entity that has 
independent, accurate knowledge. 
An assistant is someone who helps 
someone carry out a particular 
type of work. “Virtual” of course 
means that the intelligent assistant 
does not exist in the physical world 
but lives in cyberspace. Putting it 
all together, an intelligent virtual as-
sistant has knowledge and can also 
learn, is a digital entity, and helps 
someone accomplish a task.

According to the CTO of the com-
pany that developed Siri, before 
Apple acquired it, the number of 
situations in which people ask a 

mobile device a question is relative-
ly small. He identified seventeen 
different possibilities.    Typically, 
people are searching for some-
thing; it might be tickets to an 
event, or, places to eat, or direc-
tions to a destination.  Once the 
context is defined, it is easier to 

“When the job and task context 
is definable, it is more feasible 
to design an application that 
achieves the goal.”

provide help, because voice recog-
nition becomes simpler when the 
context is known.  The same holds 
for an intelligent virtual assistant. 
When the job and task context 
is definable, it is more feasible to 
design an application that achieves 
the goal.
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ABIe is a virtual assistant that EIS 
developed for Allstate Insurance 
to help Allstate agents answer 
questions about business in-
surance policies that they were 
writing.  At the time that ABIe was 
launched, business insurance had 
been introduced as a new line of 
business to Allstate agents, who 
had been writing mostly personal 
insurance policies. The company 
wanted to encourage the agents 
to cross sell from personal lines to 
business lines. For example, when 
a customer who was a contractor 
came in to renew their homeown-
ers insurance, the agent could talk 
with the contractor about commer-
cial auto insurance, or insuring their 
tools within a business owner’s 
policy.  EIS helped build a system to 
help fill out complex underwriting 
forms. The ability to vary its state 

in response to different situations 
and past experience is one of the 
trademarks of an intelligent system.

CURATION AND 
AUTOMATION

The approach used for ABIe includ-
ed continuously curated content 
where learning can take place 
through both manual and automat-
ed processes.  The system requires 
core content that supports spe-
cific user tasks. Browse paths and 
search history are examined on an 
ongoing basis to identify successful 
and unsuccessful responses and 
then curating content, search con-
figuration and terminology to cre-
ate the best results.  This includes 
updating and adding terms to the 
taxonomy and adjusting query 
processing.  The same metrics 

used to manually tune the system 
can then be applied to automated 
techniques.    

IVA IA (INTELLIGENT VIRTUAL 
ASSISTANT INFORMATION 
ARCHITECTURE)

In order to develop the information 
architecture (IA) for a search driven 
virtual assistant it is essential to 
define that problem in detail as well 
as all of the contexts in which that 
problem will be approached.  In the 
case of ABIe, a number of use cases 
were available, along with domain 
models for the different types of 
terms, and for the various contexts 
of the agent and the informa-
tion they were seeking.  Content 
models were available for different 
types of information, including 
frequently asked questions, refer-
ence materials, procedures, and 
manuals that included everything 
the agents needed to know about 
business insurance products.

Example of an Intelligent Assistant (ABIe)
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CONTEXT IS KEY

The next step was to break that 
information into pieces and to 
contextualize it.  As a result, when 
the agents hit the help key in the 
application that they were using to 
write a policy or a quote, or to issue 
a business insurance policy, the 
context was clear, their identity was 
known, and the right information 
was available.  The 270 contexts in 
the workflow were defined, so that 
when a piece of granular informa-
tion was delivered it just right for 
that context.  

The solution at Allstate was based 
on a well-understood problem and 
used conventional technology.  The 
task was clear, build a search-based 
application with structured con-
tent. This made the outcome man-
ageable and successful.  So much 
so, that when agents make long 
inquiries, the system is so respon-
sive that agents may think a person 
is answering their questions.  There 
may come a point when agents 
need to chat with a real person, and 
at that point they are handed over 
to a live support resource.

"...when agents make long inqui-
ries, the system is so responsive 
that agents may think a person is 
answering their questions."

Over time, very specific inquiries 
are built into a question and answer 
system, similar to IBM’s Watson.  All 
of the information that was gath-
ered in the implementation of ABIe, 
including chat logs, search logs, 
and other sources become training 
sets for the system. 
 
These manual, curated and archi-
tected approaches may not seem 
like the magic that many virtual 
assistant vendors are claiming, 
however, that is the point – there 
is no magic.  The foundation for 
these tools requires curation, well 
structured content and information 
architecture.  They belong to a class 
of search-based application that 
also leverage advanced techniques 
around query processing and task 
contextualization.  This forms a 
foundation for additional machine 
learning technologies which con-
sume responses and live agent chat 
dialog to improve performance.
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Framework for a Virtual Assistant

The framework that builds on 
technologies that culminate in an 
intelligent virtual assistant is a cu-
mulative model (see Figure 1). Many 
decisions need to be made around 
the application of technology, the 
application of content strategies, 
and the user experience interac-
tions to address a specific set of 
cases or business problems.   The 
model shows a way of classifying 
the space that encompasses these 
technologies, to help provide a 
common view and understanding 
of what constitutes an intelligent 
virtual assistant.

Figure 1: Search to Intelligent Assistant Continuum 

BASIC SEARCH 

Basic search, shown at the left side 
of the figure, is a web crawler that 
goes through many text sources. 
The search interactions are typical-
ly keywords, so the interaction is 
through a search box. The informa-
tion architecture is often the Wild 
West, with little explicit design. 
Information architecture, metada-
ta, and well-formed content are 
all signals used in search, so every 
investment made in those areas 
improves the quality of the search.
  

KNOWLEDGE PORTAL

A knowledge portal, shown in the 
next column has multiple sourc-
es and more knowledge about 
the user context, so schemas 
and ontologies can be more fully 
leveraged. Additional capabilities 
such as facets or browsing become 
possible to surface the content and 
to exploit the underlying informa-
tion architecture. The knowledge 
portal would also be aware of roles, 
which provides context that helps 
to surface content that is more rele-
vant to the users.  Many employee 
portals and intranets exploit knowl-
edge portal approaches. 

Basic Search Engine Knowledge Portal Virtual Agent Intelligent Assistant

Knowledge 
Base

Any text, Multiple 
sources

Multiple sources, sep-
arate, ontologies and 
schemas

Domain specific, highly 
curated sources

Dynamic. Info enrich-
ment improves with 
interaction

Search 
Interaction

Keyword or full text 
query

Full text query or facet-
ed exploration

Query, explore facets, 
offers related info

Implicit query / recom-
mends based on users’ 
history

Information 
Architecture

None necessary, but 
Improves with meta-
data

Ontologies, clustering, 
classification

Ontologies, clustering, 
classification, NLP

Ontologies, clustering, 
classification, NLP, 
personalization

User 
Experience

Search box, documents 
list

Role-Based Conversational Conversational, person-
alized, contextual

Enabling 
Technology

Search box, documents 
list

Search, classification, 
databases

NLP, search, classifica-
tion, process engines

NLP, search, classifica-
tion, machine learning
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VIRTUAL AGENT

The virtual agent, in the next 
column to the right of knowledge 
portals on Figure 1, is very domain 
specific, task oriented, contextual-
ized, with highly curated content 
sources for user tasks.  Information 
architecture is a very structured 
set of knowledge representations, 
classification, with natural language 
algorithms to interpret term and 
phrase variations. Interactions are 
structured with styles tailored to 
content types and more granular 
contexts.  The virtual agent should 
know enough about what the user 
is trying to do to present the in-
formation in actionable form, such 
as movie times and information to 
buy tickets for example.

INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT

On the far right of Figure 1 is the 
Intelligent Assistant.  This stage is 
characterized by dynamic interac-
tions and learning from interactions 
to improve the knowledge base.  
The assistant might also make 
proactive recommendations that 
amount to responding to  implic-
it queries, drawing from data in 
contextual cues.  The intelligent 
assistant adds rules for an inference 
engine to derive responses that 
were not explicitly programmed.  
The interaction may be quite 

conversational. The user might 
get an answer and then refine the 
question, but is in a more natural 
situation versus a search. 

The information architecture at this 
stage reflects very rich, well-de-
fined content along with person-
alizations. It might draw from big 
data sources, aggregation of vari-
ous feeds, and integrated with rich 
enterprise data sources.  These are 
essential in providing the level of 
precision and proactive recommen-
dation that characterize intelligent 
assistants.

The Intelligent Assistant is charac-
terized by dynamic interactions and 
learning from interactions to improve 
the knowledge base. 
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Humans Working With Computers
Both humans and computers have 
roles in developing intelligent 
virtual assistants. People excel at 
identifying the best use cases, de-
fining the meaningful interactions 
with the data, and creating the ini-
tial context and examples; i.e., the 
so-called “seed data.” Machines can 
leverage this seed data in a phase 
of supervised learning, and can 
auto-classify new data. Machines 
can also mine analytics and incor-
porate new knowledge so achieve 
unsupervised learning and improve 
their accuracy.

CONFLICTING RESULTS 

The systems that support intelli-
gent virtual assistants may work 
in collaboration with one another 
but sometimes they conflict.  For 
example, if a user asks how long it 
will take to get to downtown Chi-
cago from one of its suburbs, the 
system does a great job of getting 
contextual information, combin-
ing evidence about the user from 
processing the query, disambiguat-
ing the question and inferring that 
the user would be driving. But then 
search may begin reporting that 
there are five cheap flights to Chi-
cago for $48.  This response totally 
ignores what the user was trying to 
do. Once multiple technologies are 

working together, it is important 
not to lose the user by having one 
system ignore information that was 
being successfully used by another. 

MACHINE LEARNING, PREDIC-
TIVE ANALYTICS, AND ALGO-
RITHMS

Machine learning breaks down into 
a couple of simple concepts. One 
is algorithms, which are programs 
that represent steps to solving a 
particular problem.  Some algo-
rithms can learn from the data 
and make predictions based on 
the data.  That is what machine 
learning is about. There are many 
examples of this kind of prediction. 
Spell check, for example, is a pre-
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diction that a user intends a certain 
word based on a pattern of letters 
and when it is not quite sure, the 
computer presents an alternative. 
Voice to text, handwritten charac-
ter recognition by the postal ser-
vice, translations, and autonomous 
vehicles all use learning algorithms. 
 
Recommendation engines access 
information, leveraging different 

types of principles around search.  
Successful recommendations 
understand the user’s needs based 
on the signals about identity or 
goals.  With an intelligent agent, an 
application provides not just a list 
of documents, which is what basic 
search would do, but a specific an-
swer to a question.  The algorithms 
make the process more powerful, 
although they still need to be 

taught.  You have to teach them 
a certain amount.  Content is now 
being optimized for virtual digital 
assistants. Marketers are wonder-
ing whether this technology will 
replace search engines, and the 
answer is yes. Eventually, personal 
agents will know so much about 
the user that they will start proac-
tively finding information.  Looking 
farther into the future, virtual 
assistants are likely to become the 
testbeds for tomorrow’s personal 
robots.

"Eventually, personal agents 
will know so much about the 
user that they will start proac-
tively finding information."
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Understanding Foundational Content

Analysts agree that these advances 
will require a thoughtful view of 
content and proficiency in other 
facets of the technology, such as 
an expertly developed content 
architecture, domain model and 
knowledge base representation of 
the information. Intelligent virtual 
assistants need to be focused with-
in a narrow context, and therefore 
benefit from clearly defined use 
cases and codified human exper-
tise.  

The technology is cutting edge 
however leverages foundational 
principles of content and structure. 
The first step is to define the prob-

lem to be solved, the information 
needed to solve that problem and 
the steps to the process. 

"Intelligent virtual assistants need to 
be focused within a narrow context, 
and therefore benefit from clearly 
defined use cases and codified human 
expertise."
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About Earley Information Science

Earley Information Science is a professional services firm dedicated to helping organizations just like 
yours become an AI-powered, customer-driven enterprise.  We have the tools, team, and processes 
to design and execute a scalable, governance-driven digital roadmap, led by your customer’s 
immediate and long-term needs.  Together, we can implement a digital transformation that provides a 

personalized, accurate, and fulfilling customer journey, driving measurable ROI to your bottom line.
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